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Enchiladas Verde 

 
 

Chili is an institution in Texas.  Big business even, with chili cook-offs held in 
every little town in the state!  The tradition of chili began in San Antonio when 
Hispanic ladies, who were referred to as “The Chili Queens”, would cook up big 
pots of meat- and sometimes bean-laden stew with lots of chile peppers and sell 
the concoction from makeshift stands on Military Plaza.  Little did they know 
what would follow in the ensuing years!  We’ve tried to capture the true spirit of 
chile culture in our chili mixes, and we think you’ll agree that we’ve come up 
with a mean bowl o’ red (or green!).  When you make up a nice pot of our 
Fredericksburg Farms Chili Verde Mix and have some left over after enjoying a 
few bowls, try these tasty enchiladas, another Texas tradition. 
 
To Serve 4 to 6. 
 
3 cups leftover chili (no beans) prepared from Fredericksburg Farms 
 Chili Verde Mix 
Canola oil 
12 white corn tortillas 
3 cups (12 ounces) shredded Mexican white cheese – Monterey Jack, Asadero, 
 Or Quesadilla 
1 jar Fredericksburg Farms Old San Antonio Tomatillo Salsa 
Chopped white onions 
 
Preheat oven to 350 degrees.  Grease a 13 x 9-inch baking dish; set aside.  Heat 
about ¼-inch of canola oil in a heavy-bottomed skillet over medium heat.  When 
oil is medium hot, using tongs, dip each tortilla in the hot oil for about 30 
seconds to soften them.  Take care not to cook them so long that they become 
hard.  Spoon about ¼ cup of the chili down the center of each tortilla and top 
with a scattering of the cheese.  Roll the tortillas up in cigar shaped bundles and 
place them, seam sides down, in the prepared baking dish. Pour the jar of Old 
San Antonio Tomatillo Salsa over the enchiladas, spreading evenly. Scatter the 
remaining cheese over the enchiladas.  Bake in preheated oven for about 30 



minutes, or until heated through and cheese is melted and bubbly.  Top with 
chopped onions when serving. 


